
REPORT TO SWAN COMMUNITY COUNCIL MAY 2023 by P. New, Police Volunteer & NHW. 
 
I am sorry I am not with you this evening; however, I think that in view of the presentation I 
will make on the 23rd May at we have lost nothing 
I had previously sent my apologies to the clerk due to the date change. 
I am sure that following the election period and setting your plans going forward your time 
will be precious at the meeting. 
 
NHW Recruitment remains steady, and along with the evening of the 23rd we should be set 
fair going into the second part of 2023 with the community crystal clear on my NHW work 
and our joint working together.  
I shall ensure I shall promulgate the event across my contact networks.  
The new Kent Policing model should be with us in JUNE, I await to hear how they intend to 
police our growing town.  
 
 
I continue to meet and greet the new arrivals on to the KLONDYKE development as part of 
my wider work. It is an essential part of my wider NHW role which is to assist in the building 
and cohesion of communities and how the newcomers fit into the overall strategy for SWAN 
C. C . crime prevention and safety work. 
 
All the normal risks I mention for the area remain the same and my job in coming days is to 
risk assess and anticipate where we may become vulnerable as the seasons change from this 
poor spring into the beginnings of summer and the types of crime trends that will emerge. 
Criminals will be carrying out their planning and our work together must match that. 
 
COVID workings and the FUEL / ENERGY PRICES plus the costs of living concerns have 
brought communities even closer together we need to build on that and sustain it. 
 

 
 

 



 
Sadly the vehicle theft problem has started to occur again and the following crime 
prevention is being issued as we speak. 

 
 
Thank you all for your support and I will see you on the 23rd for the meeting  



 


